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Abstract

The ocean plays a central role in the climate system by absorbing excess anthro-
pogenic heat and carbon dioxide. Moreover, the ocean circulation distributes
heat from the tropics towards the poles. Due to the large ocean stratifica-
tion, vertical exchanges between the ocean interior and the surface are limited.
Subduction links the ocean surface and its interior and occurs in winter at
mid- or high-latitudes, where the mixed layers (MLs) are deep. In subtropi-
cal regions, temperature and salinity decrease below the ML. Temperature has
thus a stabilising effect, while salinity has a destabilising effect, a stratifica-
tion regime called alpha ocean. Opposite, in polar regions, temperature and
salinity increase below the ML, and salinity is the stabilising factor, a regime
called beta ocean. In between these two regimes lies the polar transition zone
(PTZ), where both temperature and salinity are stabilising. Despite the im-
portance of the alpha-beta distinction, the underlying mechanisms controlling
these regimes remain unclear. This thesis investigates the factors influencing
the upper ocean stratification and the deep MLs adjacent to the PTZs. From
observational profiles, we produce novel climatologies of the upper ocean prop-
erties. These climatologies confirm that MLs are deep on the poleward flanks
of the alpha oceans. Deep MLs are also present in the beta ocean along the
coast of Antarctica. In winter, the transition between the different regimes is
abrupt. In summer, both temperature and salinity stratify almost the entire
ocean. Based on idealised numerical simulations and observations, we find that
the buoyancy fluxes largely determine the position of the PTZ. By stabilising
the water column poleward of the PTZ, buoyancy fluxes inhibit convection,
permitting beta-ocean formation. The exact position of the PTZ and the adja-
cent deep MLs are determined by the competition between the winter buoyancy
loss and the strength of the existing stratification. Importantly, the impact of
heat flux on buoyancy is scaled by the thermal expansion coefficient (TEC).
The TEC is a strong function of the temperature, a property unique to wa-
ter. This diminishes the buoyancy fluxes over cold waters. We find that the
local value of the TEC in the subpolar region is of paramount importance in
controlling the winter buoyancy loss and stratification, and thus the position
of the PTZ. A larger TEC value would cause the alpha ocean to extend pole-
ward, inhibiting beta-ocean formation. Considering the importance of the beta
ocean in sea-ice formation, the Earth’s climate is influenced by the TEC values,
which are directly linked to the ocean surface temperature. In summary, this
thesis enlightens the central role of the TEC in modulating buoyancy fluxes
and thereby controlling the alpha-beta ocean distinction.
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Sammanfattning

Havet spelar en central roll i jordens klimatsystem genom att absorbera en del
av överskottet av antropogen värme och koldioxid. Dessutom omfördelar havs-
cirkulationen värme från tropikerna till polerna. På grund av havets starka
densitetsskiktning är vertikalt utbyte mellan havets yta och de djupare vatten-
massorna begränsat. Subduktion är en process som kopplar havsytan till havets
inre, vilket sker under vintern på mellan- och höga latituder, där det översta
välblandade skiktet (mixed layer, ML) är djupt. I subtropiska hav minskar tem-
peraturen och salthalten under ML. Temperaturen har därmed en stabiliserande
effekt, medan salthalten har en destabiliserande effekt. Denna skiktningsregim
kallas alphahav. I motsats till detta har polarhaven ökande salthalt och tem-
peratur under ML, vilket leder till att salthalten är stabiliserande. Denna
regim kallas betahav. Mellan alpha- och betaregimerna ligger den polara tran-
sitionszonen (PTZ), som är en regim där såväl temperatur som salthalt är
stabiliserande. Trots att distinktionen mellan alpha- och betahav är viktig
är de underliggande mekanismerna som kontrollerar dessa regimer inte klar-
lagda. Denna avhandling undersöker faktorerna som påverkar skiktningen i
havets översta del och de djupa ML som återfinns i anslutning till PTZ. Vi an-
vänder profiler av salthalt och temperatur från observationer för att producera
nya klimatologier av de tre regimerna. Dessa klimatologiska data bekräftar att
ML är djupt i den del av alphahaven som ligger närmast polerna. Djupa ML
återfinns också i betahavet längs Antarktis kust. Under vintern är övergången
mellan de olika regimerna abrupt. Under sommaren bidrar både temperatur-
och salthaltsfördelning till skiktningen i nästan hela havet. Baserat på idealis-
erade numeriska simuleringar och observationer av skiktning och flytkraftsflö-
den, finner vi att flytkraftsflöden till stor del bestämmer positionen för PTZ.
Genom att stabilisera vattenpelaren på den sida av PTZ som är närmast polen
begränsar flytkraftsflödena konvektiva processer och tillåter därmed att beta-
hav uppstår. Den exakta positionen av PTZ och de närliggande djupa ML
bestäms av en balans mellan förlust av flytkraft under vintern och motstånd-
skraften hos den existerande skiktningen. En viktig faktor är att värmeflödets
inverkan på flytkraftsflödet ändras med värdet på den termiska expansionskoef-
ficienten (TEC). TEC är starkt beroende av vattnets temperatur – en egenskap
som är unik för vatten. Denna egenskap leder till minskade flytkraftsflöden i
kallt vatten. Vi finner att det lokala värdet av TEC i den subpolära regionen
spelar en mycket viktig roll i att reglera vinterns flytkraftsförlust och stratifier-
ing, och därmed positionen för PTZ. Ett högre värde på TEC skulle orsaka att
alphahavet expanderar mot polen och hindrar att betahav bildas. På grund av
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iv Sammanfattning

betahavets betydelse för bildning av havsis påverkas jordens klimat följaktligen
av TEC värdena, som är direkt kopplade till havets yttemperatur. Samman-
fattningsvis belyser denna avhandling den centrala roll som TEC spelar i att
modulera flytkraftsflöden och därmed i att styra övergången mellan alpha- och
betahav.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

More than 50 years ago, pioneering work conducted by Manabe and Wetherald
(1967) paved the way to showing the dominant role of carbon dioxide (CO2)
in setting the climate temperature. An increase in CO2 leads to an increase
in the temperature of the atmosphere at the surface of the Earth (Manabe &
Wetherald, 1975). This result was found using atmospheric models without any
ocean heat transport. However, because of its large heat capacity, the ocean
is able to absorb part of the excess heat of the atmosphere (Oeschger et al.,
1975; Cess & Goldenberg, 1981). Furthermore, the ocean mitigates atmospheric
climate change by absorbing part of the anthropogenic CO2 (Sabine et al.,
2004), concurrently leading to acidification of the ocean (Doney et al., 2009).
Moreover, the ocean provides a massive heat and moisture reservoir to the
atmosphere, and the oceanic circulation plays a key role in the climate system
(Rhines et al., 2008). The exact heat and carbon pathways in the ocean are
still not fully understood (Ridge & McKinley, 2021; Gruber et al., 2023).

The global ocean circulation and the vertical fluxes in the ocean are intrin-
sically linked to the vertical variations of seawater density with depth. The
stratification strength is measured by the vertical derivative of density; thus,
homogeneous water is unstratified. At the surface, a homogeneous layer called
the mixed layer (ML) lies over the pycnocline, where density increases rapidly
with depth. By contrast, the deep ocean is weakly stratified. Through its large
stratification, the pycnocline blocks vertical mixing, and the result is that the
deep ocean is isolated from the atmosphere (Sprintall & Cronin, 2009).

Stratification changes if the density of one layer changes, which can happen
by surface buoyancy fluxes, mixing, advection, or diffusion of temperature or
salinity (pure “warming” or “freshening”; Bindoff & McDougall, 1994). Another
way to change stratification is when isopycnal depth changes without the ther-
mohaline properties changing (“heaving” of isopycnals; Bindoff & McDougall,
1994). Ekman pumping and suction are the processes of water downwelling
and upwelling induced by the curl of the wind stress. These adiabatic effects
can thus change the upper ocean stratification by heaving.
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Figure 1.1: Location of the WOCE IO9S transect in the Southern Ocean. The three dots are
the location of the profiles in Fig. 1.3. Figure adapted from Caneill and Roquet (2023).

1.1 Alpha – beta oceans

Temperature and salinity in the ocean vary horizontally and vertically. When
looking at a transect of temperature and salinity between Australia and Antarc-
tica along the IO9S section defined by the World Ocean Circulation Experiment
(WOCE) (Fig. 1.1), two very different regimes are visible (Figs. 1.2 and 1.3).
In the subtropical region, close to Australia, the surface temperature is warm
(approximately 18 ◦C) and decreases with depth to about 10 ◦C at 400 m deep.
Opposite, in the polar region, the near-surface temperature is −1 ◦C and in-
creases with depth to 2 ◦C at 400 m. The transect of Figs. 1.2 and 1.3 has
been measured in the summer, so a shallow warm layer occupies the upper 100
meters. The variation of temperature with depth thus follows an opposing pat-
tern in subtropical regions (temperature decreases with depth) compared to
polar regions (temperature increases with depth below the winter layer). Salin-
ity follows a similar pattern as temperature: salinity decreases with depth in
the subtropics, while in the polar region it increases with depth. These two
opposite thermohaline structures have been called alpha and beta oceans by
Carmack (2007), representative of subtropical and polar regions, respectively.

The density of seawater decreases with temperature and increases with salin-
ity. Light water always lies above denser water in stable conditions. Thus,
when temperature decreases with depth or salinity increases with depth, they
contribute to stabilising the water column. Conversely, when temperature in-
creases with depth or salinity decreases with depth, they decrease the stability
of the water column. In an alpha ocean, temperature is thus the stabilising
component, while salinity tends to decrease stability. It is the opposite in the
beta ocean, where salinity is the stratifying component. In between the alpha
and beta oceans lies a transition zone, which is usually quite narrow. Here,
both temperature and salinity contribute to stability. The progression from al-
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Figure 1.2: Temperature and salinity sections along the IO9S transect. Data are from the
hydrographic cruise 09AR20120105 (CCHDO Hydrographic Data Office, 2023). The vertical
lines mark the boundaries of, from north to south, alpha ocean, transition zone, and beta
ocean. These boundaries are determined by the Subantarctic Front (SAF, black line) and the
Polar Front (PF, purple line). The white and dashed line represents the climatological winter
mixed layer depth (from de Boyer Montégut (2023)). Figure adapted from Caneill and Roquet
(2023).
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Figure 1.3: Profiles of temperature (blue) and salinity (orange). The three panels correspond to
the three dots in Fig. 1.1. The black crosses on the left vertical axes represent the climatological
winter mixed layer depth. Figure adapted from Caneill and Roquet (2023).

pha ocean to transition zone to beta ocean, from subtropical to polar regions
is a remarkable feature found in the North Atlantic Ocean, the North Pacific
Ocean, and the Southern Ocean (SO) (Pollard et al., 2002; You, 2002; Car-
mack, 2007; Stewart & Haine, 2016). Figure 1.4 presents the distribution of
the different zones (adapted from Roquet et al. (2022)).

The alpha – beta distinction has multiple implications. Sea ice can only form
if a strong halocline prevents heat-loss-driven convection, a condition found in
the beta oceans (Carmack, 2007). At the same time, in the beta oceans, the
reservoir of heat located at depth can limit sea-ice growth if the ML reaches
this reservoir (Polyakov et al., 2013; Wilson et al., 2019). Sea ice increases
the albedo of the ocean and creates feedback on the climate, so a decrease
of sea ice in a warmer climate causes a general decrease of the ocean albedo
and thus an increase in heat absorption (Curry et al., 1995). Antarctic and
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Figure 1.4: Distribution of the alpha oceans (red), beta oceans (blue), and transition zones
(light colours). The solid (dashed) lines separate alpha (beta) oceans from transition zones.
The zones are determined using the stratification control index below the mixed layer (defined
in Chapter 2.4). Figure adapted from Roquet et al. (2022).

Arctic sea-ice extent and properties are changing, and so is the albedo (Perovich
& Polashenski, 2012). A decrease in the beta oceans’ extent could amplify
the decrease in sea ice and, furthermore, amplify the response on the climate
system.

The Nordic Seas are situated in a transition zone between the alpha and
beta oceans, in which currents and deep water formation are largely impacted
by freshwater fluxes (Lambert et al., 2018). Winter MLs are generally deeper
in regions stabilised by temperature than when salinity stratifies, which makes
the beta ocean able to re-stratify faster (Carmack, 2007). The Barents Sea
encounters an increase in heat content induced by the advection of warm water
from the Atlantic Ocean, which drives the decrease of sea ice (Årthun et al.,
2012; Onarheim et al., 2015). In the Barents Sea, alpha and beta oceans are
separated by the Polar Front, which, even if constrained by topography, has
intensified since 2005 (Barton et al., 2018). In the global oceans, the transition
zones seem to be key places highly sensitive to changes in climate and ocean
circulation.

In alpha and beta oceans, when temperature and salinity effects on strati-
fication partially compensate, the water column is subject to double diffusion,
a process that contributes to interior mixing (Stern, 1960; Schmitt, 1994; You,
2002). In the transition zone, both temperature and salinity increase the sta-
bility; consequently, double diffusion does not occur there.

The permanent halocline characteristic of beta oceans is formed as polar
regions encounter more precipitation than evaporation (Carmack et al., 2016;
Pellichero et al., 2018). Added to this freshwater excess, the high-latitude
ocean loses heat, so the surface temperature becomes cold. The opposite hap-
pens in the subtropics, where the ocean evaporates and gains heat, promoting
the formation of the thermocline and high surface salinity. Carmack (2007) hy-
pothesised that the thermodynamics of seawater could also play a major role

1.2 Thermodynamics of seawater 5

in the alpha – beta distinction. Yet, the mechanisms behind the alpha – beta
distinction remain to be properly described.

1.2 Thermodynamics of seawater

Surface temperature and salinity vary because of, e.g., solar warming, evapo-
ration, sea-ice formation or melt, precipitation, river runoff, and the exchange
of heat with the atmosphere. In regions where water sinks to depth and loses
contact with the atmosphere, the water masses keep their properties. As the
mixing in the ocean interior is reduced compared to the changes induced by
surface forcing, these properties are mostly conserved along the way. There are
exceptions, such as close to the seafloor, where dissipation of internal waves
enhances vertical mixing and thus the consumption of dense, deep water.

At the surface, the combined effects of temperature and salinity set the
density of water. At depth, the pressure also impacts the density: while be-
ing almost incompressible, seawater density still increases with depth as the
pressure becomes very large in the ocean interior. The function giving density
from temperature, salinity, and pressure is called the equation of state (EOS).
The EOS is a nonlinear relationship. The main nonlinearities arise from the
dependence on temperature and pressure.

The temperature-induced nonlinearity makes the thermal expansion coeffi-
cient (TEC) vary with temperature and produces the following effect: a varia-
tion of 1 ◦C in temperature produces a different variation in density depending
on the original temperature. In cold water, the density almost does not change
with temperature changes, while it changes a lot in warm temperatures. At
low salinities, water can even contract upon warming near the freezing point.
Through this effect, when two water parcels with the same density but differ-
ent compensating temperatures and salinities mix, the resulting water parcel
becomes necessarily denser. This effect is called “contraction under mixing”,
or cabbeling. The nonlinearity in pressure arises as the effect of temperature
on density depends on the pressure (it can also be seen the other way around:
the effect of pressure on density depends on temperature). The resulting effect,
called thermobaricity, implies that two water parcels having the same density
at a certain depth (but different temperature and salinity) will not have the
same density as each other when the pressure changes.

Cabbeling and thermobaricity have been recognised as important contribu-
tions to interior water mass transformation in the ocean (Garrett & Horne,
1978; McDougall & You, 1990; Iudicone et al., 2008; Klocker & McDougall,
2010; Stewart & Haine, 2016; Groeskamp et al., 2016; Thomas & Shakespeare,
2015). Numerical simulations with modified equations of states have shown
that the global circulation and properties are dependent on the used EOS and
its nonlinearities (de Boer et al., 2007; Roquet et al., 2015b; Nycander et al.,
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Figure 1.4: Distribution of the alpha oceans (red), beta oceans (blue), and transition zones
(light colours). The solid (dashed) lines separate alpha (beta) oceans from transition zones.
The zones are determined using the stratification control index below the mixed layer (defined
in Chapter 2.4). Figure adapted from Roquet et al. (2022).
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thermobaricity, which are interior mixing processes, but rather on the surface
forcing and how it might depend on the TEC.

1.3 Buoyancy fluxes, wind, and overturning

Density of water changes at the surface due to heat and freshwater fluxes. The
change in density is quantified by the buoyancy fluxes, which have thermal and
haline components coming from heat and freshwater fluxes, respectively. At
the surface, for seawater with salinity above 25 g kg−1, the maximum density
is always found at the freezing point (θ = −1.9 ◦C). This means that heat
and freshwater gain decrease density (positive buoyancy fluxes). In contrast,
heat and freshwater loss increase density (negative buoyancy fluxes). Heat
and freshwater fluxes are often compensating as cooling regions tend to receive
excess precipitations and vice versa. As a consequence, the buoyancy fluxes are
the result of the competition between them (Schmitt et al., 1989).

The ocean is forced at its surface by buoyancy fluxes, which set density, and
wind stress, that provides momentum and energy for mixing. The horizontal
circulations in the gyres are mainly driven by the curl of wind stress induced
by the so-called Sverdrup balance (Sverdrup, 1947; Stommel, 1948; Munk,
1950). However, by changing the density and thus the pressure field, buoyancy
fluxes alone can also generate horizontal currents in geostrophic balance (e.g.,
de Verdière, 1988).

For a long time, buoyancy fluxes along with interior mixing were consid-
ered responsible for the overturning circulation in the ocean. Dense waters are
formed at high latitudes sink and are consumed by vertical mixing in the in-
terior (Stommel, 1958; Stommel & Arons, 1959; Stommel, 1961; Munk, 1966).
However, measurements of vertical diffusivity in the ocean interior were one
order of magnitude smaller than the one estimated to consume enough water
and produce the observed overturning. Large vertical mixing is enhanced over
rough topography and low elsewhere (Polzin et al., 1997).

Later, wind stress driving northward Ekman transport and upward Ekman
suction in the SO has been recognised as the driver of an adiabatic overturning
cell. The upwelling of water from the ocean interior towards the surface results
in the steepening of isopycnals. Mesoscale eddies tend to flatten the isopycnals
and counteract the effect of wind. Wind is thus considered the main driver of
the upper cell of the overturning circulation (e.g., Toggweiler & Samuels, 1998;
Wolfe & Cessi, 2010; Cessi, 2019). However, on the complete opposite view,
numerical experiments have shown that in the presence of a reentrant channel,
buoyancy fluxes alone could drive overturning and deep stratification (Barkan
et al., 2013; Sohail et al., 2019; Klocker et al., 2023b).

In all cases, the SO is a central place for setting the general circulation. The
next section describes this ocean.

1.4 The Southern Ocean: a central point of the global circulation 7

Figure 1.5: Splihaus projection of the world oceans. The arrows represent a highly simplified
view of the global overturning circulation, with surface currents in red and deep currents in
blue. The Southern Ocean appears to connect the Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian basins. Figure
from Meredith (2019).

1.4 The Southern Ocean: a central point of the global circu-
lation

The SO connects the three major basins of the global ocean: the Atlantic,
Indian, and Pacific Oceans. This connection is best seen in the Spilhaus pro-
jection of the Earth’s oceans, where it appears that all oceans are large water
pools connected through the SO (Fig. 1.5, from Meredith (2019)). Each ocean
has its own thermohaline properties, so these properties become linked through
the SO.

The SO hosts the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC), the world’s largest
oceanic current. The ACC flows without a meridional boundary blocking it and
has a transport of about 135 Sv at the Drake passage (Cunningham et al., 2003).
The ACC is zonally organised into fronts. These fronts have been historically
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defined based on hydrographic properties (e.g., Emery, 1977; Whitworth, 1980),
such as the geographical position of a certain isotherm at a certain depth (Belkin
& Gordon, 1996). These fronts are thus defined as the boundaries of different
water masses. Other definitions exist; instead of using a property, one can
use a gradient, refining the idea of a boundary between water masses. With
the era of satellite observations of sea surface height (SSH), other definitions
arose, where fronts are defined as dynamical fronts, i.e., they correspond to
the location of the jets that form the ACC. Indeed, horizontal gradients of
SSH are directly linked to surface velocities through geostrophy. The two main
fronts of interest in this thesis are the Subantarctic Front (SAF) and the Polar
Front (PF). The SAF is closely linked to the northern boundary of the ACC,
although its definition varies among the authors that define dynamic fronts.
North of the SAF, deep MLs are found in winter, where the Subantarctic Mode
Water (SAMW) originates. South of the SAF, a salinity minimum is found at
depth, a marker specific for the Antarctic Intermediate Water (AAIW). The
PF marks the northern extent of the cold Antarctic Surface Water. The SAF
and PF indicate the boundary between alpha – transition and transition – beta,
respectively (Pollard et al., 2002; Pauthenet et al., 2017).

The SO not only hosts a vigorous horizontal current but is also a key area
of formation of intermediate and deep water, playing an important role in the
global overturning circulation. Antarctic Bottom Water is mostly produced
close to the coast of Antarctica, where sea ice is formed, producing dense,
cold, and salty water that flows down to the bottom of the ocean. Intermediate
waters consist of SAMW and AAIW and form the upper limb of the overturning
circulation. These waters are formed north of the SAF and between the SAF
and PF, respectively. MLs that are deeper than 250 m north of the SAF form
the deep mixing band (DMB) (Dong et al., 2008; DuVivier et al., 2018). In
winter, intense heat loss and the Ekman transport of cold water deepen the
ML (Naveira Garabato et al., 2009; Holte et al., 2012; Rintoul & England,
2002). The SAMW originates from these deep MLs and reaches the permanent
pycnocline through lateral advection (Belkin & Gordon, 1996; Speer et al.,
2000; Hanawa & Talley, 2001; Sallée et al., 2010; Klocker et al., 2023a).

1.5 This thesis

We have seen that the boundaries between subtropical and subpolar regions,
particularly in the SO, are central to the global circulation in the oceans and
the climate. As the EOS is nonlinear, the effect of temperature on stratification
and the effect of heat fluxes on buoyancy fluxes are not the same depending
on the water temperature and, thus, depending on the region. The type of
stratification is similar in all the polar regions, and the transition between alpha
and beta is linked to intermediate water formation. The aim of this thesis is
to assert the role of the local value of the TEC in modulating buoyancy fluxes
and stratification strength, and thus to understand how this intrinsic property
of seawater controls part of the large-scale state of the oceans. This thesis
also contributes to the understanding and description of the SO fronts from

1.5 This thesis 9

the perspective of stratification regimes. Finally, this thesis provides a general
description of the alpha, beta, and transition zones in the global ocean.

We use a combination of numerical simulations in which we modify the
EOS to assess the role of the TEC and how changing the buoyancy fluxes of
thermal stratification modify the circulation and state of the ocean. We also
combine observational data to produce climatologies of stratification (strength
and regime) and buoyancy fluxes, which allows us to describe the processes
from which the DMB and transition zones are arising.

Chapter 2 briefly describes the data and methods used in this thesis; more
detailed descriptions are found in the attached papers. Based on Papers I and
II, Chapter 3 presents how the interplay between buoyancy fluxes and summer
stratification sets the winter stratification. Chapter 4 provides a summary of
the major role of the local value of the TEC in shaping the ocean state, using
Papers I, II, and IV. The global description of the stratification regimes is
done in Chapter 5 (Paper III). Finally, conclusions and perspectives are given
in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2
Data and methods

2.1 NEMO BASIN (Paper I)

This section presents the numerical model configuration used in Paper I. The
reader is referred to the paper for all details. The Nucleus for European Mod-
elling of the Ocean (NEMO) (Madec, 2019) ocean general circulation model
(OGCM) is used to assess the role of surface buoyancy fluxes on the type of
stratification of the subpolar regions.

The configuration represents an idealised basin with a size of 40◦ of longitude
and 60◦ of latitude, with its southern boundary at the equator. A 1◦ longitude
Mercator grid is used, and the topography is defined as slopes (Fig. 2.1a).
To better represent the western boundary currents, we use a terrain following
coordinate with 36 vertical levels, which allows the currents to adjust their
vorticity by going up or down the boundary slope. The topography is flattened
around the equator to minimise ageostrophic currents induced by the numerical
schemes. No wall is present at the equator, but a no-meridional flux condition is
applied. The turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) closure is used, with a background
diffusivity of 10−4 m2 s−1.

Heat and freshwater fluxes are represented using relaxation laws, so that
analytical functions for the restoring values of temperature and salinity are
provided. The heat flux is split into penetrative (solar) and non-penetrative
components. The wind stress is zonally constant, with no meridional compo-
nent. These forcing fields are inspired by Lévy et al. (2010) and Wolfe and
Cessi (2014) and represent zonal averages over the ocean (Fig. 2.1).

Due to the low resolution of the configuration, it can be run for 2000 years
until equilibrium is reached. The last 50 years are used for the analyses, either
as global time averages or monthly averages.

A novelty of these simulations is the use of the simplified equation of state
(EOS) proposed by Roquet et al. (2015b) (Eq. (2.1)). The thermal expansion
coefficient (TEC), α, is linearly dependent on temperature and pressure (Eq.
(2.2)), while the haline contraction coefficient (HCC), β, is constant (Eq. (2.3)).
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Figure 2.1: Bathymetry of the basin in a) and b). Forcing fields used by the model, with c) the
restoring temperature, d) the restoring salinity, e) the zonal wind stress. The average values
are plotted in black. For panels c), the gray zone represents the seasonal variations. Figure
adapted from Caneill et al. (2022).

Coefficient Value Description
a0 1.65 × 10−1 ◦C−1 kg m−3 linear thermal expansion coefficient
b0 7.6554 × 10−1(g/kg)−1kg m−3 linear haline expansion coefficient
Cb 9.9 × 10−3 ◦C−2 kg m−3 cabbeling coefficient
Th 2.4775 × 10−5 ◦C−1 dbar−1 kg m−3 thermobaric coefficient

Table 2.1: Default value of the simplified equation of state coefficients.

This allows us to adjust buoyancy fluxes and stratification by changing the
parameters of the TEC, a0 and Cb:

ρ(Θ, SA, p) = ρ0 −
(

a0 + 1
2CbΘa + Thp

)
Θa + b0Sa (2.1)

α = 1
ρ0

(a0 + CbΘa + Thp) (2.2)

β = b0

ρ0
(2.3)

with Θa = Θ − 10 ◦C, Sa = SA − 35 g kg−1, and p the pressure.
Five combinations of parameters are used to test the sensitivity of stratifi-

cation to annual buoyancy fluxes (Table 2.2).

2.2 Buoyancy fluxes and Ekman transport of buoyancy 13

Name a0 in ◦C−1 kg m−3 Cb in ◦C−2 kg m−3

ref 1.65 × 10−1 9.9 × 10−3

A 1.65 × 10−1 13.2 × 10−3

B 1.45 × 10−1 8.7 × 10−3

C 1.85 × 10−1 11.1 × 10−3

D 1.65 × 10−1 6.6 × 10−3

Table 2.2: The five combinations of parameters.

2.2 Buoyancy fluxes and Ekman transport of buoyancy (Pa-
pers I and II)

Surface buoyancy fluxes are an essential component of global circulation, as they
modify water density. Thus, they are calculated both for the model simulations
and from observations. They are derived from heat and freshwater fluxes (e.g.,
Gill & Adrian, 1982):

Bsurf = gα

ρ0Cp
Qtot

︸ ︷︷ ︸
B

surf
Θ

− gβS

ρ0
(E − P − R)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
B

surf
S

(2.4)

where g is the gravitational acceleration, Cp ≃ 3997 J kg−1 K−1 the heat ca-
pacity of seawater, Qtot the total heat flux in W m−2, E the evaporation, P
the precipitation, R the river runoff all in kg m−2 s−1, and S the surface salin-
ity. The buoyancy fluxes BSurf are in m2 s−3. Buoyancy fluxes are heat and
freshwater fluxes scaled by α and β, respectively.

In Paper I, heat and freshwater fluxes are outputs of the NEMO simu-
lations. In Paper II, we used observations based on a mixture of different
products to compute the heat and freshwater fluxes in the Southern Ocean
(SO). The Objectively Analyzed Air-Sea Fluxes (OAflux) 1-degree dataset (Yu
& Weller, 2007) provides turbulent heat fluxes and evaporation. The third
generation International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project monthly means
(ISCCP-FH MPF) provides radiative fluxes (Schiffer & Rossow, 1983; Rossow
& Schiffer, 1999). The Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) Ver-
sion 2.3 provides precipitation (Adler et al., 2018). We used river runoff from
Estimating the Circulation and Climate of the Ocean (ECCO) Version 4, Re-
lease 4 (Forget et al., 2015). The reader is referred to Paper II for a more
detailed description of the datasets used. Due to the difficulties of computing
turbulent fluxes, following Schanze and Schmitt (2013), we removed the global
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Figure 2.1: Bathymetry of the basin in a) and b). Forcing fields used by the model, with c) the
restoring temperature, d) the restoring salinity, e) the zonal wind stress. The average values
are plotted in black. For panels c), the gray zone represents the seasonal variations. Figure
adapted from Caneill et al. (2022).

Coefficient Value Description
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Table 2.1: Default value of the simplified equation of state coefficients.

This allows us to adjust buoyancy fluxes and stratification by changing the
parameters of the TEC, a0 and Cb:

ρ(Θ, SA, p) = ρ0 −
(

a0 + 1
2CbΘa + Thp

)
Θa + b0Sa (2.1)

α = 1
ρ0

(a0 + CbΘa + Thp) (2.2)

β = b0

ρ0
(2.3)

with Θa = Θ − 10 ◦C, Sa = SA − 35 g kg−1, and p the pressure.
Five combinations of parameters are used to test the sensitivity of stratifi-

cation to annual buoyancy fluxes (Table 2.2).
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2.2 Buoyancy fluxes and Ekman transport of buoyancy (Pa-
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Bsurf = gα

ρ0Cp
Qtot

︸ ︷︷ ︸
B

surf
Θ

− gβS

ρ0
(E − P − R)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
B

surf
S

(2.4)

where g is the gravitational acceleration, Cp ≃ 3997 J kg−1 K−1 the heat ca-
pacity of seawater, Qtot the total heat flux in W m−2, E the evaporation, P
the precipitation, R the river runoff all in kg m−2 s−1, and S the surface salin-
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freshwater fluxes scaled by α and β, respectively.
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effect is taken into account by calculating the Ekman transport of buoyancy:

BEk
Θ = − gα

ρ0f

(
τ y ∂Θ

∂x
− τx ∂Θ

∂y

)
(2.5)

BEk
S = gβ

ρ0f

(
τ y ∂S

∂x
− τx ∂S

∂y

)
(2.6)

with τx and τ y the eastward and northward wind stress, respectively, and f the
Coriolis parameter. The fluxes BEk

Θ and BEk
S are contained within the Ekman

layer. When making the commonly used assumption that the Ekman layer
is entirely contained within the mixed layer (ML), the total buoyancy flux,
B = BEk +Bsurf , is the buoyancy flux to the ML. We used daily averages from
the CMEMS “Global Ocean Wind L4 Reprocessed 6 Hourly Observations”
for wind stress and ARMOR3D weekly product (Guinehut et al., 2012) for
computing temperature and salinity gradients.

2.3 Columnar buoyancy (Paper II)

We use columnar buoyancy (CB) as an indicator of stratification strength (Las-
caratos & Nittis, 1998; Herrmann et al., 2008):

CB(Z) =
∫ 0

Z
−zN2(z)dz (2.7)

with the z-axis oriented upward, Z the depth at which the CB is computed, and
N2(z) = − g

ρ̃θ

∂ρ̃θ

∂z the squared buoyancy frequency. ρ̃θ is the locally referenced
potential density (Vallis, 2017). In our case, using potential density reference
at the surface instead of locally referenced potential density to compute N2(z)
leads to negligible differences. This way, the formula can be expressed by
using density profiles instead of doing two numerical operations (differentiation
followed by summation). Integration by parts of Eq. (2.7) then gives:

CB(Z) ≃ g

ρ0

∫ 0

Z
[ρθ(Z) − ρθ(z)] dz (2.8)

The CB is positive in a stable stratification. It represents the amount of buoy-
ancy that must be lost to produce a ML of depth Z and of potential density
ρθ(Z). Dividing it by a time gives the buoyancy flux that must be applied
during this time to form this ML, called BZ (Faure & Kawai, 2015). We only
consider BZ to the depth of 250 m (i.e., B250), which is the threshold for defining
deep ML used by DuVivier et al. (2018):

B250 = −CB(−250)
∆t

(2.9)

The ocean loses buoyancy during six months of the year, so to allow a direct
comparison between the mean buoyancy loss and stratification, we took six
months for ∆t.
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B250 can be split into the thermal and haline components to quantify their
individual effects:

B250 = g

∆t

∫ 0

−250
α(z)∂Θ

∂z
zdz

︸ ︷︷ ︸
BΘ

250

− g

∆t

∫ 0

−250
β(z)∂S

∂z
zdz

︸ ︷︷ ︸
BS

250

(2.10)

In Paper II, B250 is computed using the Monthly Isopycnal & Mixed-layer
Ocean Climatology (MIMOC) in depth coordinates produced by Schmidtko et
al. (2013).

2.4 Stratification Control Index (Papers I, III, and IV)

To compare the relative impact of temperature and salinity on stratification
strength, we define the stratification control index (SCI):

SCI = N2
Θ − N2

S

N2
Θ + N2

S

(2.11)

N2 = − g

ρ0

∂ρΘ

∂z
= N2

Θ + N2
S (2.12)

N2
Θ = gα

∂Θ
∂z

(2.13)

N2
S = −gβ

∂SA

∂z
. (2.14)

N2
Θ and N2

S are the thermal and haline components of the squared buoyancy
frequency N2. A negative value of N2

Θ (N2
S) means that temperature (salinity)

has a destabilising effect. We only consider stable stratification (N2 > 0),
so if temperature or salinity has a destabilising effect, it means that the other
property compensates and has a larger stratifying effect. The SCI is the tangent
of the Turner angle (SCI = tan(Tu)) (Ruddick, 1983).

The SCI catches states of no temperature or no salinity stratification:

N2
Θ = 0 =⇒ SCI = −1 (2.15)

N2
S = 0 =⇒ SCI = 1 (2.16)

Thus, temperature has a stratifying effect when SCI > −1. Salinity follows a
symmetrical pattern and stratifies when SCI < 1. We can define three zones
bounded by SCI = ±1 and characterised by different thermohaline stratifi-
cation regimes. We use these three zones for the definition of alpha ocean,
transition zone, and beta ocean:

• alpha ocean when 1 < SCI,

• transition zone when −1 ≤ SCI ≤ 1,

• beta ocean when SCI < −1.
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The SCI can be computed at any depth below the ML, but as we mainly
focus on the permanent pycnocline, we compute the SCI just below the
winter ML. In the definition that Carmack (2007) proposed, alpha (beta)
means that temperature (salinity) stratifies. According to this definition, the
−1 ≤ SCI ≤ 1 region would thus be both alpha and beta. Stewart and Haine
(2016) proposed a definition of the transition zone based on the Turner an-
gle at each location and date. Their transition zones are defined as where the
stratification seasonally evolves between being mainly stratified by temperature
and being mainly stratified by salinity. “Transition” is thus to be understood
as “alternating” for them, while in our definition, “transition” means “doubly
stratified”, in contrast to the alpha and beta oceans where a partial compen-
sation occurs between temperature and salinity.

In Papers I and IV the SCI has been computed from the models’ monthly
outputs (NEMO BASIN and ECCO) and in Paper III it has been computed
on each individual profile of the EN4 database (Sect. 2.5).

2.5 EN4 and radial basis function interpolation (Paper II)

Paper III uses the EN.4.2.2 (Good et al., 2013) ensemble members using
Gouretski and Cheng (2020) MBT and Gouretski and Reseghetti (2010) XBT
corrections. To remove spikes prior to computing the vertical gradient, the
profiles have been smoothed and re-sampled to a regular vertical grid (Johnson
et al., 2002) (more details are given in Paper III).

The mixed layer depth (MLD) is computed using a density threshold criteria
of 0.03 kg m−3 referenced to 10 m depth (de Boyer Montégut, 2004). The SCI
is then computed using the temperature and salinity values at 10 m and 30 m
under the ML. The MLD and SCI are then gridded onto a regular longitude –
latitude grid for each month using a radial basis function (RBF) interpolation.
The class scipy.interpolate.RBFInterpolator from the Python scipy library is
used (Virtanen et al., 2020).

To account for the anisotropy between the longitude and latitude scale fac-
tors, the latitude (φ) is transformed by a Mercator projection, using the fol-
lowing formula:

φ′ = ln
(

tan
(φ

2
π

180 + π

4

))
· 180

π
(2.17)

This will virtually increase the difference in latitude between two points located
in polar regions, so that longitude and latitude become isotropic.

To find a balance between accuracy and computation efficiency, the closest
300 points around each grid point are selected for the interpolation using the
distance d:

d2 =
[∆λ

Lλ

]2
+

[∆φ′

Lφ′

]2
+

[∆t

Lt

]2
(2.18)

with ∆λ the difference of longitude between the grid point and the measurement
point, ∆φ′ the difference of modified latitude, and ∆t the number of days of
difference between the measurement and the interpolation date. The three Ls
express the decorrelation scales for longitude (Lλ), modified latitude (Lφ′) and

2.5 EN4 and RBF interpolation 17

time (Lt). The three decorrelation scales have been chosen as: Lλ = Lφ′ = 3.3◦,
and Lt = 45 d, similar to the coefficient used to produce the MIMOC database
(Schmidtko et al., 2013). We used a Gaussian function for the interpolation
kernel.
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Chapter 3
The interplay of buoyancy fluxes and upper
ocean stratification key to formation of deep
mixed layers (Papers I and II)

3.1 Context

At the surface of the ocean, fluxes of heat and freshwater induce a change in
density, and they can thus be converted into buoyancy fluxes. Winter surface
buoyancy loss due to heat produces dense water in the Nordic Seas (Isachsen et
al., 2007; Petit et al., 2020) and deepens the mixed layer (ML) in the Southern
Ocean (SO), producing Subantarctic Mode Water (SAMW), a process further
enhanced by Ekman transport of cold water (Naveira Garabato et al., 2009;
Holte et al., 2012; Rintoul & England, 2002). On the other hand, an increase
in freshwater fluxes can dampen the formation of intermediate or deep water,
as in the Labrador Sea (Lazier, 1980).

Buoyancy fluxes impact the transformation of water masses (Walin, 1982;
Speer et al., 2000; Kuhlbrodt et al., 2007; Cessi, 2019), as well as the rate of
formation of deep water in the North Atlantic basin (Mauritzen & Häkkinen,
1999). Water mass transformations can arise from surface buoyancy fluxes but
also from diffusive or advective fluxes. In subpolar to polar regions, heat is lost
in winter and freshwater is gained from precipitations. This is thus a balance
between these two components that sets the final buoyancy fluxes (Schmitt et
al., 1989). Moreover, both haline and thermal components of buoyancy fluxes
must be studied separately in water mass transformation studies (Speer et al.,
1995; Karstensen & Lorbacher, 2011).

3.2 The deep mixing band and its ventilation role

In winter in the SO, a belt of MLs deeper than 250 m is located north of
the Subantarctic Front (SAF) (Fig. 3.1 and Dong et al. (2008)). The belt
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Figure 3.1: Climatology of the mixed layer depth in the Southern Ocean in (a) April and (b)
September. The area hashed in white represents the deep mixing band, where the mixed layers
are deeper than 250 m. The main fronts of the Southern Ocean are also plotted. The mixed
layer depths are from de Boyer Montégut (2023) and the fronts from Park et al. (2019). Figure
adapted from Caneill et al. (2023).

is referred to as the deep mixing band (DMB) (DuVivier et al., 2018). The
DMB is important for the global stratification structure of the ocean, as the
SAMW is formed when water escapes the DMB by lateral induction (Belkin &
Gordon, 1996; Speer et al., 2000; Hanawa & Talley, 2001; Klocker et al., 2023a).
SAMW is thus formed through a mixture of air-sea fluxes and Ekman transport
(Sloyan & Rintoul, 2001). SAMW takes up a large amount of anthropogenic
carbon dioxide (CO2) (Sabine et al., 2004), so it is important to understand
the processes of its formation. SAMW constitutes a significant part of the
upper limb of the global overturning circulation and thus is able to transport
its properties (CO2, heat, etc) to depth (Sloyan & Rintoul, 2001). The DMB is
found in the Indian and Pacific sectors of the SO. It has been found that winter
heat loss is the main driver of ML deepening within the DMB and that the
transport of cold water by Ekman transport intensifies buoyancy loss (Naveira
Garabato et al., 2009; Holte et al., 2012; Rintoul & England, 2002). However,
the question of why it is so narrow is still not fully answered, and any unique
component of surface forcing is not able to explain it (e.g., wind stress, wind
stress curl, buoyancy flux, or mesoscale eddy activity) (DuVivier et al., 2018).

3.3 Annual buoyancy fluxes set the position of the PTZ 21

3.3 Annual buoyancy fluxes set the position of the polar tran-
sition zone (Paper I)

In Paper I, our idealised simulations (Chapter 2.1) are able to reproduce an
ocean with two different stratification types: alpha in the subtropics and beta
in the polar region. The alpha – beta boundary is oriented along a north-east
diagonal (Paper I, Fig. 5c) and is similar to the North Atlantic polar transition
zone (PTZ). A single region of convection is present, as only one hemisphere
was represented. This region of deep MLs is located on the northern flank
of the alpha ocean and contains the densest surface water. The deepest MLs
reach the bottom, as no denser water is present. As these dense waters are
formed between the subtropical and subpolar gyres, they are equivalent to the
mode and intermediate waters of the SO. In the beta ocean, the winter ML is
shallower than 200 m due to the large stratification induced by freshwater.

Deep MLs are formed in a region of annual buoyancy loss, and the beta
ocean is encountering annual buoyancy gain. This buoyancy gain comes from
positive freshwater fluxes having a greater effect than heat loss on buoyancy
fluxes. By changing the equation of state (EOS) as a way to change the relative
importance of freshwater and heat on buoyancy fluxes, we show that the tran-
sition between the alpha and beta oceans is located close to the position where
the sign of the annual buoyancy fluxes changes. Moreover, convection occurs
systematically on the northern flank of the alpha ocean and is thus bounded
to the north by the PTZ. A schematic view of the process leading to the for-
mation of the transition is drawn in Figure 3.2. After leaving the subtropics,
surface water that flows poleward within the western boundary current enters
a region of annual buoyancy loss driven by intense heat loss. Along its way, the
ML deepens until the water enters a region of annual buoyancy gain. In this
region, the ML becomes shallower, and a freshwater cap is able to build up,
preventing convection from occurring. The intermediate water formed in the
deep ML region is then advected equatorward, although it is also associated
with a cyclonic flow in the north before flowing equatorward at the western
boundary at depth.

The buoyancy gain in beta ocean is driven by positive freshwater fluxes,
while the thermal component of buoyancy fluxes becomes small. The thermal
component becomes small not because of a reduction of heat fluxes but, on the
contrary, because of the decrease in the thermal expansion coefficient (TEC) in
cold water. Chapter 4 describes our findings on the impact of TEC variations
on global ocean circulation and climate.

The wind forcing was identical in each experiment, and similar results were
obtained when using a linear EOS or when removing seasonal variations of
the forcing fields. This paper demonstrates the role of buoyancy forcing in
setting the ocean’s large-scale stratification and the region of intermediate water
formation.
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Figure 3.1: Climatology of the mixed layer depth in the Southern Ocean in (a) April and (b)
September. The area hashed in white represents the deep mixing band, where the mixed layers
are deeper than 250 m. The main fronts of the Southern Ocean are also plotted. The mixed
layer depths are from de Boyer Montégut (2023) and the fronts from Park et al. (2019). Figure
adapted from Caneill et al. (2023).

is referred to as the deep mixing band (DMB) (DuVivier et al., 2018). The
DMB is important for the global stratification structure of the ocean, as the
SAMW is formed when water escapes the DMB by lateral induction (Belkin &
Gordon, 1996; Speer et al., 2000; Hanawa & Talley, 2001; Klocker et al., 2023a).
SAMW is thus formed through a mixture of air-sea fluxes and Ekman transport
(Sloyan & Rintoul, 2001). SAMW takes up a large amount of anthropogenic
carbon dioxide (CO2) (Sabine et al., 2004), so it is important to understand
the processes of its formation. SAMW constitutes a significant part of the
upper limb of the global overturning circulation and thus is able to transport
its properties (CO2, heat, etc) to depth (Sloyan & Rintoul, 2001). The DMB is
found in the Indian and Pacific sectors of the SO. It has been found that winter
heat loss is the main driver of ML deepening within the DMB and that the
transport of cold water by Ekman transport intensifies buoyancy loss (Naveira
Garabato et al., 2009; Holte et al., 2012; Rintoul & England, 2002). However,
the question of why it is so narrow is still not fully answered, and any unique
component of surface forcing is not able to explain it (e.g., wind stress, wind
stress curl, buoyancy flux, or mesoscale eddy activity) (DuVivier et al., 2018).
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3.3 Annual buoyancy fluxes set the position of the polar tran-
sition zone (Paper I)

In Paper I, our idealised simulations (Chapter 2.1) are able to reproduce an
ocean with two different stratification types: alpha in the subtropics and beta
in the polar region. The alpha – beta boundary is oriented along a north-east
diagonal (Paper I, Fig. 5c) and is similar to the North Atlantic polar transition
zone (PTZ). A single region of convection is present, as only one hemisphere
was represented. This region of deep MLs is located on the northern flank
of the alpha ocean and contains the densest surface water. The deepest MLs
reach the bottom, as no denser water is present. As these dense waters are
formed between the subtropical and subpolar gyres, they are equivalent to the
mode and intermediate waters of the SO. In the beta ocean, the winter ML is
shallower than 200 m due to the large stratification induced by freshwater.

Deep MLs are formed in a region of annual buoyancy loss, and the beta
ocean is encountering annual buoyancy gain. This buoyancy gain comes from
positive freshwater fluxes having a greater effect than heat loss on buoyancy
fluxes. By changing the equation of state (EOS) as a way to change the relative
importance of freshwater and heat on buoyancy fluxes, we show that the tran-
sition between the alpha and beta oceans is located close to the position where
the sign of the annual buoyancy fluxes changes. Moreover, convection occurs
systematically on the northern flank of the alpha ocean and is thus bounded
to the north by the PTZ. A schematic view of the process leading to the for-
mation of the transition is drawn in Figure 3.2. After leaving the subtropics,
surface water that flows poleward within the western boundary current enters
a region of annual buoyancy loss driven by intense heat loss. Along its way, the
ML deepens until the water enters a region of annual buoyancy gain. In this
region, the ML becomes shallower, and a freshwater cap is able to build up,
preventing convection from occurring. The intermediate water formed in the
deep ML region is then advected equatorward, although it is also associated
with a cyclonic flow in the north before flowing equatorward at the western
boundary at depth.

The buoyancy gain in beta ocean is driven by positive freshwater fluxes,
while the thermal component of buoyancy fluxes becomes small. The thermal
component becomes small not because of a reduction of heat fluxes but, on the
contrary, because of the decrease in the thermal expansion coefficient (TEC) in
cold water. Chapter 4 describes our findings on the impact of TEC variations
on global ocean circulation and climate.

The wind forcing was identical in each experiment, and similar results were
obtained when using a linear EOS or when removing seasonal variations of
the forcing fields. This paper demonstrates the role of buoyancy forcing in
setting the ocean’s large-scale stratification and the region of intermediate water
formation.
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3.4 Balance between seasonal buoyancy loss and stratification
sets the deep mixing band (Paper II)

Processes of the SO, e.g., the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC), large
eddy activity, and sea ice, are not represented in the idealised basin model
used in Paper I. We thus asked whether the existence and position of the
DMB present in the SO could still be directly linked to buoyancy fluxes. For
this, we computed climatologies of buoyancy fluxes and stratification based
on observations (Chapters 2.2 and 2.3). A good correlation is found between
annual surface buoyancy fluxes and the position of the DMB (Fig. 3c of Paper
II). When adding Ekman buoyancy fluxes (Fig. 3i of Paper II), the DMB is
located in the region of continuous buoyancy loss. South of it, the ocean is
either positive or alternating between positive and negative in a patchy way.
However, annual buoyancy loss in a region does not necessarily imply deep MLs
in this region.

To fully explain the position of the DMB, one needs to take both the cooling
season (CS) buoyancy loss and the summer stratification into account. Indeed,
all the CS buoyancy loss erodes the summer stratification to produce the ML
deepening. We found that the DMB is not necessarily located in areas of
maximum CS buoyancy loss nor at the minimums of stratification (Fig. 3.3 and
Fig. 3.4a and b). However, the DMB is systematically located where the CS
buoyancy loss exceeds the stratification quantified by B250 (Fig. 3.4c). It results
in a narrow band where the buoyancy loss can overcome the stratification.
North of the DMB, the stratification is too large, and south of it, despite a small
stratification, the buoyancy loss is too small. As in Paper I, we show here that
the buoyancy loss is small because of the decrease in the TEC (Chapter 4) and
not a decrease in heat loss. In regions of large advection of tropical water, as
e.g., in the Agulhas Current, highly stratified water is continuously advected.
Despite large heat losses, this blocks the formation of deep MLs.

3.5 Summary

Based on idealised numerical simulations and observations, this chapter ex-
plores the strong influence that buoyancy fluxes exert on the upper ocean strat-
ification, summarised here:

• The deep MLs are found in regions of annual buoyancy loss at mid-
latitudes. Poleward of these regions, the buoyancy flux is positive, and
the oceans are losing heat and gaining freshwater. This allows for the
formation of the halocline constituent of the beta oceans.

• The wind is found to not be of primary importance in setting the different
stratification regimes. Wind stress forces the large-scale gyre circulation,
but buoyancy fluxes directly impact the density and the stratification.

• The buoyancy loss during the CS fights against the summer stratification
to deepen the ML. It is the balance between these two processes that,
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3.4 Balance between seasonal buoyancy loss and stratification
sets the deep mixing band (Paper II)

Processes of the SO, e.g., the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC), large
eddy activity, and sea ice, are not represented in the idealised basin model
used in Paper I. We thus asked whether the existence and position of the
DMB present in the SO could still be directly linked to buoyancy fluxes. For
this, we computed climatologies of buoyancy fluxes and stratification based
on observations (Chapters 2.2 and 2.3). A good correlation is found between
annual surface buoyancy fluxes and the position of the DMB (Fig. 3c of Paper
II). When adding Ekman buoyancy fluxes (Fig. 3i of Paper II), the DMB is
located in the region of continuous buoyancy loss. South of it, the ocean is
either positive or alternating between positive and negative in a patchy way.
However, annual buoyancy loss in a region does not necessarily imply deep MLs
in this region.

To fully explain the position of the DMB, one needs to take both the cooling
season (CS) buoyancy loss and the summer stratification into account. Indeed,
all the CS buoyancy loss erodes the summer stratification to produce the ML
deepening. We found that the DMB is not necessarily located in areas of
maximum CS buoyancy loss nor at the minimums of stratification (Fig. 3.3 and
Fig. 3.4a and b). However, the DMB is systematically located where the CS
buoyancy loss exceeds the stratification quantified by B250 (Fig. 3.4c). It results
in a narrow band where the buoyancy loss can overcome the stratification.
North of the DMB, the stratification is too large, and south of it, despite a small
stratification, the buoyancy loss is too small. As in Paper I, we show here that
the buoyancy loss is small because of the decrease in the TEC (Chapter 4) and
not a decrease in heat loss. In regions of large advection of tropical water, as
e.g., in the Agulhas Current, highly stratified water is continuously advected.
Despite large heat losses, this blocks the formation of deep MLs.

3.5 Summary

Based on idealised numerical simulations and observations, this chapter ex-
plores the strong influence that buoyancy fluxes exert on the upper ocean strat-
ification, summarised here:

• The deep MLs are found in regions of annual buoyancy loss at mid-
latitudes. Poleward of these regions, the buoyancy flux is positive, and
the oceans are losing heat and gaining freshwater. This allows for the
formation of the halocline constituent of the beta oceans.

• The wind is found to not be of primary importance in setting the different
stratification regimes. Wind stress forces the large-scale gyre circulation,
but buoyancy fluxes directly impact the density and the stratification.

• The buoyancy loss during the CS fights against the summer stratification
to deepen the ML. It is the balance between these two processes that,
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eventually, sets the position of the deep MLs and ventilation regions.
However, this balance is only valid away from regions where the western
boundary currents advect highly stratified subtropical water and block
the deepening of the ML.

• On the whole, buoyancy fluxes strongly constrain the possible regions of
formation of deep MLs and, at the same time, control the upper ocean
stratification regimes.

Chapter 4
The effects of the variable thermal expan-
sion coefficient (Papers I, II, and IV)

4.1 Context

The thermal expansion coefficient (TEC), α, quantifies the relative change of
density associated with a change of temperature:

α(Θ, SA, p) = −1
ρ

∂ρ

∂Θ

∣∣∣∣∣
SA,p

(4.1)

where ρ is the water density, Θ the Conservative Temperature, SA the Absolute
Salinity, and p the pressure (Roquet et al., 2015a; IOC et al., 2015).

Freshwater temperature has the rare property that its density is maximal
around 4 ◦C at a pressure of 0 dbar. This implies that the TEC is negative
below 4 ◦C for freshwater (Fig. 4.1). A direct implication of this property is
that dimictic lakes have a bottom temperature of 4 ◦C all year long. However,
the salinity of water in the oceans is greater than 30 g kg−1, except in some
small regions, e.g., the Baltic Sea. The effect of salinity on the TEC is to
increase it, so in the oceans, the TEC is always positive (Fig. 4.1). Despite
being positive, the TEC varies on the surface of the oceans, following an almost
linear relationship with the sea surface temperature (SST), and is about ten
times smaller at −2 ◦C than at 30 ◦C (Figs. 4.1 and 4.2). The variation of the
TEC with temperature is the origin of the so-called cabbeling effect (described
as “contraction under mixing”) (McDougall, 1987). The TEC is a function
of pressure, which leads to an effect called thermobaricity. Isopycnal diffusion
leads to diapycnal advection because of cabbeling and thermobaricity, which in
turn impacts water mass transformation (Garrett & Horne, 1978; McDougall
& You, 1990; Iudicone et al., 2008; Klocker & McDougall, 2010; Thomas &
Shakespeare, 2015; Stewart & Haine, 2016; Groeskamp et al., 2016).

The temperature dependence of the TEC is not only a scientific curiosity, as
it makes polar water density less sensitive to temperature changes than warm
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eventually, sets the position of the deep MLs and ventilation regions.
However, this balance is only valid away from regions where the western
boundary currents advect highly stratified subtropical water and block
the deepening of the ML.

• On the whole, buoyancy fluxes strongly constrain the possible regions of
formation of deep MLs and, at the same time, control the upper ocean
stratification regimes.
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The thermal expansion coefficient (TEC), α, quantifies the relative change of
density associated with a change of temperature:
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(4.1)

where ρ is the water density, Θ the Conservative Temperature, SA the Absolute
Salinity, and p the pressure (Roquet et al., 2015a; IOC et al., 2015).

Freshwater temperature has the rare property that its density is maximal
around 4 ◦C at a pressure of 0 dbar. This implies that the TEC is negative
below 4 ◦C for freshwater (Fig. 4.1). A direct implication of this property is
that dimictic lakes have a bottom temperature of 4 ◦C all year long. However,
the salinity of water in the oceans is greater than 30 g kg−1, except in some
small regions, e.g., the Baltic Sea. The effect of salinity on the TEC is to
increase it, so in the oceans, the TEC is always positive (Fig. 4.1). Despite
being positive, the TEC varies on the surface of the oceans, following an almost
linear relationship with the sea surface temperature (SST), and is about ten
times smaller at −2 ◦C than at 30 ◦C (Figs. 4.1 and 4.2). The variation of the
TEC with temperature is the origin of the so-called cabbeling effect (described
as “contraction under mixing”) (McDougall, 1987). The TEC is a function
of pressure, which leads to an effect called thermobaricity. Isopycnal diffusion
leads to diapycnal advection because of cabbeling and thermobaricity, which in
turn impacts water mass transformation (Garrett & Horne, 1978; McDougall
& You, 1990; Iudicone et al., 2008; Klocker & McDougall, 2010; Thomas &
Shakespeare, 2015; Stewart & Haine, 2016; Groeskamp et al., 2016).

The temperature dependence of the TEC is not only a scientific curiosity, as
it makes polar water density less sensitive to temperature changes than warm
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Figure 4.1: Thermal expansion coefficient function of Conservative Temperature at a pressure
of 0 dbar. To highlight the role of salinity, two constant values for the Absolute Salinity are
used: 0 g kg−1 (blue line) and 0 g kg−1 (orange line). Figure adapted from Caneill et al. (2023).
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Figure 4.2: Map of the surface thermal expansion coefficient (a) and its zonal mean (b). The
thermal expansion coefficient value is highly correlated with the sea surface temperature and
shows almost an order of magnitude of variation in the oceans. The figures are based on
ECCO. Figure adapted from Roquet et al. (2022).

water. As a result, salinity becomes more important in setting stratification
in polar regions, and the importance of heat fluxes in buoyancy fluxes within
polar regions is reduced (Rooth, 1982; Bryan, 1986; Aagaard & Carmack, 1989;
Roquet et al., 2015b). Changes in the TEC value and variations impact the
global circulation of the ocean (Roquet et al., 2015b; Nycander et al., 2015).
The ocean gains heat in warm regions, and loses heat in cold regions, thus
gaining more buoyancy (due to a large value of the TEC in warm water) than it
loses (due to a small value of the TEC in cold water). With a balanced heat flux,
this implies that the global buoyancy budget is positive (Garrett et al., 1993;
Zahariev & Garrett, 1997; Hieronymus & Nycander, 2013). In a steady state,
this positive budget of buoyancy fluxes thus balances the interior consumption
of buoyancy by cabbeling. At a seasonal scale, variations of the TEC modulate
the impact of summer and winter heat fluxes, so seasonal variations in the TEC
increase the global buoyancy flux by 35% (Schanze & Schmitt, 2013).

4.2 The TEC dampens the effect of heat fluxes in polar region 27
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Figure 4.3: Annual buoyancy flux for every model run, ordered from lower to larger polar thermal
expansion coefficient value. The white line with black contour represents the boundary between
the alpha and beta oceans. Figure from Caneill et al. (2022).

4.2 The thermal expansion coefficient dampens the effect of
heat fluxes in polar region (Papers I and II)

With the set of numerical experiments in Paper I, we were able to modify
the value of the TEC in the subpolar region, thus subsequently changing the
contribution of heat fluxes to buoyancy fluxes. As noted in earlier studies,
the small polar value of the TEC is likely to weaken the contribution of heat
fluxes (Rooth, 1982; Bryan, 1986; Aagaard & Carmack, 1989; Cerovečki et al.,
2011), but this effect had not been intrinsically studied before. While keeping
the same restoring conditions, an increased value of the TEC in the subpolar
region of our basin led to a shrinking of the region of buoyancy loss towards
the north. The buoyancy loss is driven by heat loss and counterbalanced by
freshwater gain. When more importance is given to heat loss (through increased
TEC), the polar area where buoyancy is gained decreases in size. This is what
is observed in the basin runs (Fig. 4.3). When the buoyancy flux inversion gets
pushed northward, the position of the polar transition zone (PTZ) follows.

In Paper II, based on heat flux products derived from observations, we
computed the buoyancy fluxes of the cooling season (CS) in the SO, both with
the varying TEC and with α0, a constant TEC representative of 40◦S (Fig. 4.4a
and b). Intense winter heat loss is driving the CS buoyancy loss in the Southern
Ocean (SO). Taking the constant TEC increases the contribution of heat fluxes
in the total buoyancy fluxes south of 40◦S, where the surface water is colder
than the reference value and hence the TEC is smaller. Opposite, north of 40◦S,
the constant TEC is smaller than what it should be, reducing the contribution
of heat fluxes. The actual CS buoyancy loss using the varying TEC has a
maximum intensity at 30◦S and becomes abruptly close to zero south of it
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Figure 4.2: Map of the surface thermal expansion coefficient (a) and its zonal mean (b). The
thermal expansion coefficient value is highly correlated with the sea surface temperature and
shows almost an order of magnitude of variation in the oceans. The figures are based on
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water. As a result, salinity becomes more important in setting stratification
in polar regions, and the importance of heat fluxes in buoyancy fluxes within
polar regions is reduced (Rooth, 1982; Bryan, 1986; Aagaard & Carmack, 1989;
Roquet et al., 2015b). Changes in the TEC value and variations impact the
global circulation of the ocean (Roquet et al., 2015b; Nycander et al., 2015).
The ocean gains heat in warm regions, and loses heat in cold regions, thus
gaining more buoyancy (due to a large value of the TEC in warm water) than it
loses (due to a small value of the TEC in cold water). With a balanced heat flux,
this implies that the global buoyancy budget is positive (Garrett et al., 1993;
Zahariev & Garrett, 1997; Hieronymus & Nycander, 2013). In a steady state,
this positive budget of buoyancy fluxes thus balances the interior consumption
of buoyancy by cabbeling. At a seasonal scale, variations of the TEC modulate
the impact of summer and winter heat fluxes, so seasonal variations in the TEC
increase the global buoyancy flux by 35% (Schanze & Schmitt, 2013).
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Figure 4.3: Annual buoyancy flux for every model run, ordered from lower to larger polar thermal
expansion coefficient value. The white line with black contour represents the boundary between
the alpha and beta oceans. Figure from Caneill et al. (2022).

4.2 The thermal expansion coefficient dampens the effect of
heat fluxes in polar region (Papers I and II)

With the set of numerical experiments in Paper I, we were able to modify
the value of the TEC in the subpolar region, thus subsequently changing the
contribution of heat fluxes to buoyancy fluxes. As noted in earlier studies,
the small polar value of the TEC is likely to weaken the contribution of heat
fluxes (Rooth, 1982; Bryan, 1986; Aagaard & Carmack, 1989; Cerovečki et al.,
2011), but this effect had not been intrinsically studied before. While keeping
the same restoring conditions, an increased value of the TEC in the subpolar
region of our basin led to a shrinking of the region of buoyancy loss towards
the north. The buoyancy loss is driven by heat loss and counterbalanced by
freshwater gain. When more importance is given to heat loss (through increased
TEC), the polar area where buoyancy is gained decreases in size. This is what
is observed in the basin runs (Fig. 4.3). When the buoyancy flux inversion gets
pushed northward, the position of the polar transition zone (PTZ) follows.

In Paper II, based on heat flux products derived from observations, we
computed the buoyancy fluxes of the cooling season (CS) in the SO, both with
the varying TEC and with α0, a constant TEC representative of 40◦S (Fig. 4.4a
and b). Intense winter heat loss is driving the CS buoyancy loss in the Southern
Ocean (SO). Taking the constant TEC increases the contribution of heat fluxes
in the total buoyancy fluxes south of 40◦S, where the surface water is colder
than the reference value and hence the TEC is smaller. Opposite, north of 40◦S,
the constant TEC is smaller than what it should be, reducing the contribution
of heat fluxes. The actual CS buoyancy loss using the varying TEC has a
maximum intensity at 30◦S and becomes abruptly close to zero south of it
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Figure 4.4: Stratification and buoyancy fluxes computed using either the varying thermal
expansion coefficient or the constant α0. In panels (a) and (c), black dashed lines represent
results with the varying thermal expansion coefficient, while blue or orange continuous lines
represent results with the constant α0. The light shadings correspond to the 25th and 75th
percentiles. Panels (b) and (d) are the differences between using the varying thermal expansion
coefficient and the constant α0, for B250 and BCS, respectively. Figure from Caneill et al.
(2023).

(Fig. 4.4a, black dashed line). In contrast, when using the constant TEC, the
buoyancy loss becomes increasingly important southwards, meaning that heat
loss is not reduced southwards (Fig. 4.4a and b). The observed reduction of
the winter buoyancy loss south of 40◦S arises only because of the decrease in
the TEC value and not because of a reduction in heat loss.

These two studies emphasise the substantial impact of the local value of the
TEC in setting both annual and seasonal buoyancy fluxes.

4.3 The thermal expansion coefficient scales the effect of
temperature on stratification (Papers I, II, and IV)

Paper I focuses on the role of buoyancy fluxes in setting the position of the
transition zone. However, the effect of the TEC variations on the stratification
is indirectly seen. Indeed, the northward migration of the PTZ (whose average
latitude is called φβ in the paper) is more significant than the one of the buoy-
ancy flux inversion (whose latitude is called φb) when the polar vale of the TEC
increases (evolution of φβ and φb, Fig. 10 a and b of Paper I). This presumably
comes from the fact that when the TEC increases in the beta ocean, stratifi-
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cation decreases due to the temperature inversion. This effect alone shifts the
PTZ northward. The effect of the buoyancy flux inversion is thus amplified.

In Paper II, using an observation-based climatology, we computed the
stratification derived from the columnar buoyancy using either the local value
of the TEC or the value representative of 40◦S, α0. The difference between the
two results corresponds to the effect of the variations of the TEC on stratifi-
cation (Fig. 4.4c and d). North of 40◦S, α0 is smaller than the local value of
the TEC, and the upper ocean is stratified by temperature. Thus, the strat-
ification decreases when using α0. Between 40◦S and 55◦S, the local value of
the TEC is smaller than α0 while keeping a stratifying effect of temperature:
using α0 the constant TEC increases stratification. South of 55◦S, the water
column encounters a temperature inversion, and using α0 enhances the desta-
bilising effect of temperature, hence reducing stratification. We conclude that
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(Fig. 4.4a, black dashed line). In contrast, when using the constant TEC, the
buoyancy loss becomes increasingly important southwards, meaning that heat
loss is not reduced southwards (Fig. 4.4a and b). The observed reduction of
the winter buoyancy loss south of 40◦S arises only because of the decrease in
the TEC value and not because of a reduction in heat loss.

These two studies emphasise the substantial impact of the local value of the
TEC in setting both annual and seasonal buoyancy fluxes.

4.3 The thermal expansion coefficient scales the effect of
temperature on stratification (Papers I, II, and IV)

Paper I focuses on the role of buoyancy fluxes in setting the position of the
transition zone. However, the effect of the TEC variations on the stratification
is indirectly seen. Indeed, the northward migration of the PTZ (whose average
latitude is called φβ in the paper) is more significant than the one of the buoy-
ancy flux inversion (whose latitude is called φb) when the polar vale of the TEC
increases (evolution of φβ and φb, Fig. 10 a and b of Paper I). This presumably
comes from the fact that when the TEC increases in the beta ocean, stratifi-
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cation decreases due to the temperature inversion. This effect alone shifts the
PTZ northward. The effect of the buoyancy flux inversion is thus amplified.

In Paper II, using an observation-based climatology, we computed the
stratification derived from the columnar buoyancy using either the local value
of the TEC or the value representative of 40◦S, α0. The difference between the
two results corresponds to the effect of the variations of the TEC on stratifi-
cation (Fig. 4.4c and d). North of 40◦S, α0 is smaller than the local value of
the TEC, and the upper ocean is stratified by temperature. Thus, the strat-
ification decreases when using α0. Between 40◦S and 55◦S, the local value of
the TEC is smaller than α0 while keeping a stratifying effect of temperature:
using α0 the constant TEC increases stratification. South of 55◦S, the water
column encounters a temperature inversion, and using α0 enhances the desta-
bilising effect of temperature, hence reducing stratification. We conclude that
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a portion of the large subtropical stratification comes from the fact that the
(varying) TEC is large. The decrease in stratification in the subpolar region is
partly because of the decrease in TEC. Finally, the very low values of the TEC
in the polar beta ocean stop the decrease in stratification that the temperature
inversion would cause with larger TEC values.

Paper IV uses an ocean – atmosphere coupled numerical model on an
idealised global configuration (an aquaplanet with two ridges representing the
continents). A reference run (Ctrl) uses the full equation of state (EOS) and
thus a varying TEC. Six runs with constant TEC are implemented (LinX with
X in 0.5, 1.0, 1.25, 1.5, and 3.5 in units of 10−4 ◦C−1 the constant TEC).
The differences between the circulation for each run thus arise from the direct
impact of the value of the TEC and the indirect feedback. One main result
of this study is that if the TEC is too large in the polar regions, the heat loss
induces a large buoyancy loss that itself creates convection. This convection in
the polar regions makes it impossible for sea ice to form; as soon as water is
cold enough to freeze, it convects. Another result is that the stratification at
one place using the varying TEC (nonlinear EOS) resembles the stratification
at the same place, obtained with a constant value of the TEC close to the local
value of the varying TEC (Fig. 4.5). Thus, the stratification control index (SCI)
of the whole water column with a constant low value of the TEC (Lin0.5, green
curves, Fig. 4.5) is close to the SCI resulting from the nonlinear EOS (Ctrl, blue
curves) in polar regions. In contrast, Lin0.5 is the run that produces the largest
difference in stratification in tropical regions, where the difference between the
values of the TEC between Ctrl and Lin0.5 is the largest. A similar effect
applies for Lin2.0 and Lin3.5 : they represent well the tropical stratification,
but very poorly the polar stratification, to the point that no beta ocean exists
any more.

4.4 Combined effect of the thermal expansion coefficient: ap-
plication to the deep mixing band (Paper II)

Taking the balance between buoyancy loss during the CS and stratification
strength allows predicting the location and width of the deep mixing band
(DMB) (Chapter 3.4). Using the same balance but α0 the constant TEC in
calculation, we determined the combined effect of the TEC on buoyancy fluxes
and on stratification (Paper II). Where buoyancy fluxes are more negative than
stratification measured by B250, the mixed layer (ML) induced by buoyancy
loss reaches 250 m or goes deeper. The DMB is present between 35◦S and 50◦S,
but contrary to reality in this case, it even extends to Antarctica (Fig. 4.6).
South of 50◦S, the mixed layer depths (MLDs) are deeper than 250 m. With a
constant TEC, the DMB would not be a “band” any more but would maybe
be called “deep mixing Southern Ocean”. A constant TEC would produce deep
MLs everywhere in the SO, but in reality, they are only observed in the narrow
DMB. This is thus the decrease of the TEC at low temperatures that sets the
southern extent of the DMB. In reality, the low value of the TEC south of the
DMB induces a reduction in buoyancy loss during the CS. This small buoyancy
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Figure 4.6: Buoyancy loss during the CS (BCS, blue line) and stratification strength (B250,
orange line), using the constant thermal expansion coefficient, α0, for the calculations. The
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where BCS becomes more negative than B250. Figure adapted from Caneill et al. (2023).

loss is not able to destroy the stratification and produce deep MLs, despite a
decrease in the stratification strength induced by the low values of the TEC.

4.5 Can we distinguish the effect of the thermal expansion
coefficient on buoyancy fluxes and on stratification?

The effects of the TEC on upper ocean stratification and on buoyancy fluxes
are not easily distinguishable, particularly in model runs where both effects
are linked. When the ocean loses (gains) heat, its upper density increases (de-
creases) more or less depending on the value of the TEC. The buoyancy fluxes
quantify this change. If the water column were to uniformly gain heat at every
depth, the vertical temperature gradient would stay constant. However, due to
the change in temperature, the TEC would change, changing the stratification
strength at the same time. There are thus two distinguished roles of the TEC:
one in scaling heat fluxes and the other in scaling temperature stratification.

In parts of the ocean, these two effects partly compensate for each other,
slightly decreasing the importance of the value of the TEC in these regions.
This is, for example, what happens in the subtropic (subpolar region), where
using a smaller (larger) value of the TEC decreases (increases) stratification
but also decreases (increases) the buoyancy loss during the CS (Figs. 4.4a and
4.4c north of 55◦S). In the polar beta oceans, however, as they are regions of
winter heat loss where temperature has a destabilising effect, an increase in the
TEC value increases the buoyancy loss while decreasing the stratification. Beta
oceans are thus regions where the value of the TEC is of primary importance
in controlling the upper stratification.
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loss is not able to destroy the stratification and produce deep MLs, despite a
decrease in the stratification strength induced by the low values of the TEC.

4.5 Can we distinguish the effect of the thermal expansion
coefficient on buoyancy fluxes and on stratification?

The effects of the TEC on upper ocean stratification and on buoyancy fluxes
are not easily distinguishable, particularly in model runs where both effects
are linked. When the ocean loses (gains) heat, its upper density increases (de-
creases) more or less depending on the value of the TEC. The buoyancy fluxes
quantify this change. If the water column were to uniformly gain heat at every
depth, the vertical temperature gradient would stay constant. However, due to
the change in temperature, the TEC would change, changing the stratification
strength at the same time. There are thus two distinguished roles of the TEC:
one in scaling heat fluxes and the other in scaling temperature stratification.

In parts of the ocean, these two effects partly compensate for each other,
slightly decreasing the importance of the value of the TEC in these regions.
This is, for example, what happens in the subtropic (subpolar region), where
using a smaller (larger) value of the TEC decreases (increases) stratification
but also decreases (increases) the buoyancy loss during the CS (Figs. 4.4a and
4.4c north of 55◦S). In the polar beta oceans, however, as they are regions of
winter heat loss where temperature has a destabilising effect, an increase in the
TEC value increases the buoyancy loss while decreasing the stratification. Beta
oceans are thus regions where the value of the TEC is of primary importance
in controlling the upper stratification.
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4.6 Summary of the effects of the thermal expansion coeffi-
cient variations on global scale

The three papers described in this chapter provide an overview of the effect of
TEC values on a global scale. I conclude this chapter by summarising these
effects:

• Large TEC values in the subtropics are producing a large upper ocean
stratification. This effect is dampened by the fact that the large value of
the TEC also enhances the winter buoyancy loss induced by heat fluxes.

• In the subantarctic zone (between 55◦S and 40◦S), the TEC has a rela-
tively small value, which decreases the stratification (induced by temper-
ature). At the same time, this small value damps the effect of heat fluxes
on buoyancy fluxes. The effect of the damping of heat fluxes is to limit
the southward extent of the DMB.

• In the beta ocean, the TEC is the smallest, thus making the temperature
inversion possible. It also makes heat fluxes very inefficient at changing
density. This is the region where the role of the TEC is most important.
Opposite to the subtropics and subantarctic zone, the effect of the small
value of the TEC is to increase stratification, both directly by reducing
the impact of the temperature inversion on stratification and indirectly
by making the winter buoyancy loss very small.

• Overall, it is the fact that the TEC becomes small in cold water that
allows the formation of beta oceans. The halocline present in beta oceans
limits the deepening of the MLs and allows for sea-ice formation.

Chapter 5
Characterising alpha and beta oceans from
observations (Paper III)

5.1 Context

Previous studies have discussed a relation between ocean stratification and the
horizontal zonation of the ocean. In the Southern Ocean (SO), Pollard et al.
(2002) proposed to relate the Subantarctic Front (SAF) and Polar Front (PF) to
boundaries between different regimes of thermohaline stratification. Carmack
(2007) proposed the terms “alpha” and “beta” oceans to distinguish the effects
of temperature and salinity on stratification. These two studies were, however,
only based on a few hydrographic transects. On a global scale, You (2002),
Helber et al. (2012), Stewart and Haine (2016), and Clément et al. (2020)
produced maps to quantify the role of temperature and salinity in setting the
stratification. Here we aim at mapping more accurately the different regimes
and revealing an underlying relationship with the MLD distribution. As we
focus on the stratification control index (SCI) below the mixed layer (ML), our
approach is slightly different from the cited studies. Moreover, we use the EN4
database of temperature and salinity profiles from 2004 to 2021 to produce
our mixed layer depth (MLD) and SCI climatologies, which extends the time
period compared to previous studies. Further, computing the SCI directly on
the profiles increases the accuracy of the results.

5.2 Climatologies of the stratification control index

In winter, the tropical regions around the equator have a SCI between -1 and
1 and are thus classified as transition zones (Figs. 5.1 and 5.2). They are
regions gaining heat at the surface and, at the same time, gaining a substantial
amount of freshwater through rain. These two fluxes are creating a warm,
fresh, and highly stratified layer with a MLD around 50 m. Poleward of the
tropical regions are found alpha oceans, with a winter SCI > 1. The MLD
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Figure 5.1: Stratification control index below the winter mixed layer (upper panel) and below
the summer mixed layer (lower panel). The colours are saturated at SCI = ±2. The ocean is
red where temperature predominantly stratifies, and blue where salinity predominantly stratifies.
The continuous (dashed) black lines mark SCI = 1 (SCI = −1). Figure adapted from Caneill
and Roquet (2023).

varies in these alpha oceans, from less than 100 m on the equator side to more
than 300 m in the SO deep mixing band (DMB) and in the North Atlantic
(Paper III). In the North Atlantic, there is a large interannual variability; for
example, in the Irminger Sea, where deep convection occurs, MLDs of 400 m in
2014 were followed the next year by MLDs of 1200 m. Interannual variability
is also found in the DMB but is less extreme.

A narrow polar transition zone (PTZ) is present in the SO and North At-
lantic basin between the alpha and beta oceans, below the winter ML. In the
North Pacific Ocean, the PTZ is only narrow on the western side and gets
wider towards the east, becoming 20 degrees wide in latitude. In the South
Pacific Ocean, a tongue of transition zone also exists. A main difference be-
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Figure 5.2: Zonal climatology of winter (green) and summer (orange) stratification control
index below the mixed layer. The lines are the zonal means, and the shadings are the 10th
and 90th percentiles. The middle lines are the global zonal means. The upper and lower
lines, starting at 20◦S, separate the Pacific basin, where the stratification control index is
approximately zonally constant, from the Atlantic basin, where the stratification control index
encounters large longitudinal variations. The Atlantic and Pacific zonal means have been
shifted vertically for clarity, and they refer to their own axis on the right. The gray bands
represent −1 < SCI < 1. Figure adapted from Caneill and Roquet (2023).

tween the South and North Pacific transition zones is that the south tongue is
surrounded by alpha ocean before merging with the PTZ west of Drake Pas-
sage. In the North Pacific Ocean, the separation between the alpha and beta
oceans follows an almost east-west direction. On the other hand, in the North
Atlantic basin, the alpha ocean stretches northward along the European coast,
while the beta ocean extends southward along the eastern coast of Greenland
and the American coast. The separation thus follows a north-east diagonal.

The summer picture looks quite different (Fig. 5.1, lower panel, and Fig. 5.2).
The SCI is generally smaller (in absolute value) during the summer than in the
winter. It is larger than −1 everywhere and exceeds 1 only in parts of the
subtropical regions. The SCI of the PTZ in the North Pacific basin shifts from
a negative value in winter to a positive value in summer (visible between 40◦N
and 60◦N, Fig. 5.2) and is almost the only region where the SCI changes sign
between winter and summer. The main tendency is that the SCI value gets
dampened during the summer while keeping its sign.
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Figure 5.1: Stratification control index below the winter mixed layer (upper panel) and below
the summer mixed layer (lower panel). The colours are saturated at SCI = ±2. The ocean is
red where temperature predominantly stratifies, and blue where salinity predominantly stratifies.
The continuous (dashed) black lines mark SCI = 1 (SCI = −1). Figure adapted from Caneill
and Roquet (2023).
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Figure 5.3: Stratification control index versus mixed layer depth in winter. The centre figure
represents a 2 dimensions histogram (colours), with a kernel density estimation (contour lines)
superimposed. For the centre figure, only data with a latitude |φ| > 30◦ are shown. The
histograms on the sides are split into the tropical regions (|φ| < 30◦) in purple, and the rest
of the ocean (|φ| > 30◦) in red. The upper histogram is for the mixed layer depth, and the
histogram on the right is for the stratification control index. Data are taken from the winter
1◦ climatology. Each data point is weighted by the area of its corresponding cell of the 1◦ grid.
Figure adapted from Caneill and Roquet (2023).

5.3 On the link with the mixed layer depth

Deep MLs seem to occur more often in alpha oceans than in beta oceans or
transition zones (Paper III, compare maps of the MLD and the SCI, Figs. 3
and 7). This impression is confirmed when plotting the SCI versus the MLD
(Fig. 5.3). MLs deeper than 250 m are mostly found in the alpha oceans (larger
values of the two-dimensional histogram, Fig. 5.3). Deep MLs are also found in
oceans classified as transition zones and are almost absent in beta oceans. Indi-
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vidual profiles in the beta oceans show deep MLs along the coast of Antarctica,
but they represent a small area and are thus not seen in this figure.

Tropical regions (defined here with an absolute value of the latitude less than
30◦) are only plotted on the top and right histograms. They represent a large
area with shallow MLs (less than 100 m) and are classified almost exclusively
as transition zones.

For higher latitudes (|φ| ≥ 30◦), the ML distribution exhibits a peak at
120 m. The SCI distribution poleward of 30◦ is bimodal, centred around ±1.5.
The oceans thus encounter partial compensation between temperature and
salinity more often than when temperature and salinity both stabilise. Pole-
ward of 30◦, the shallowest MLs are found in regions where salinity dominates
the stratification (SCI < 0), either in transition zones or beta oceans. Re-
gions that encounter large density compensation (large |SCI|) do not present
shallow ML.

5.4 Summary

This chapter provides new insights on the zonation of the oceans between the
alpha, transition, and beta regimes, and its propensity to encounter density
compensation between temperature and salinity. To sum up, here is a summary:

• We confirm the zonation of alpha oceans at mid-latitudes, beta oceans at
high latitudes, and the PTZs in between. However, Paper III reveals
large differences in the structure between the North Atlantic and North
Pacific basins. The North Pacific PTZ is almost zonal and becomes very
wide eastward. Opposite, the North Atlantic PTZ is very narrow and
follows a diagonal into the northwest.

• Except for the tropical oceans, the distribution of the SCI is bimodal,
with the modes centred around SCI = ±1.5. The ocean in general tends
to go towards temperature and salinity compensation rather than being
doubly stabilised.

• Both in the North Atlantic basin and in the SO, deep MLs occur in the
alpha ocean, near the boundary with the PTZ.

• Overall, the climatology of the winter SCI provides a global view of the
oceans, where the regimes of stratification are highlighted. This allows for
a precise determination of the role of temperature and salinity in setting
the stratification.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Outlook

In this thesis, we examined the mechanisms governing the zonation of the up-
per ocean stratification into different regimes, and specifically: Why and where
is there a shift from alpha to beta oceans? For this, we studied the link be-
tween buoyancy fluxes and stratification. Using an idealised basin-like numer-
ical model in Paper I, we found that the transition was located close to the
sign inversion of the annual buoyancy fluxes. Buoyancy gain driven by positive
freshwater fluxes in the northernmost part of the basin was creating a strong
halocline, which was acting as a strong freshwater cap, preventing convection
from occurring there. In Paper II, we used observational data to compare
the autumn – winter buoyancy loss with the stratification strength of the up-
per ocean at the end of summer. We found that the simple balance between
them is sufficient to explain the formation and shape of the DMB. Close to the
strong western boundary currents (e.g., the Agulhas Current or the East Aus-
tralian Current), highly stratified water is advected and the balance does not
hold any more, thus no deep ML is formed despite strong buoyancy loss in win-
ter. South of the DMB, the drop in the value of the TEC makes winter heat
loss inefficient to increase density, limiting the southern extent of the DMB.

The type of stratification, quantified by the stratification control index
(SCI), is linked to the position of the Subantarctic Front (SAF) and Polar
Front (PF) in the Southern Ocean (SO) (Paper III). Defining circumpolar
fronts using the SCI may not be very practical, as the SAF is surrounded by
winter transition zones in the southeast Pacific Ocean while being at the bound-
ary between the alpha ocean and transition zone elsewhere. However, a broad
consistency is revealed, as well as large structural disparities around the SO.
In summer, the entire SO is stratified by temperature below the mixed layer
(ML) (SCI ≥ −1), south of the Southern Boundary (SB) front, SCI ≥ 0 which
means that salinity is the dominant stratifying agent. The SB, defined with a
dynamic definition, thus matches a stratification front. The stratification front
may partly arise from the path of the water masses and advection. Globally,
the absolute value of the SCI is larger in winter than in summer. This indi-
cates that large density compensations occur between temperature and salinity
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below the winter ML. Moreover, the summer SCI is between −1 and 1 ev-
erywhere, meaning that both temperature and salinity increase stratification
below the summer ML. One exception is in the centre of the subtropical gyres,
where SCI > 1.

Deep winter MLs are found in the alpha oceans, mainly in the deep mixing
band (DMB) and in the Nordic Seas. In these regions, winter heat loss is
the key component of convection. Opposite, close to the Antarctic coast, the
surface temperature is at freezing point, so water cannot cool more to change
density. Moreover, the value of the thermal expansion coefficient (TEC) makes
any temperature change negligible for stratification. However, winter heat loss
makes seawater freeze, increasing salinity through brine rejection and leading
to convection. The driver of convection is thus different in alpha and beta
oceans.

One key hypothesis of this thesis was that the origin of the transition be-
tween alpha and beta lies in the equation of state (EOS) and, more specifically,
in the fact that the local value of the TEC is not the same everywhere on Earth.
Artificially increasing the value of the TEC in the subpolar region leads to a
decrease in the area of the beta ocean (Paper I). Further, it also increased
the winter buoyancy loss, thus pushing the convective zone poleward and re-
ducing the area available for the beta ocean. The local value of the TEC also
scales the effect of temperature on stratification. Thus, a large value of the
TEC in the polar regions makes it impossible to maintain a temperature inver-
sion (Paper IV), making it impossible for sea ice to form. In Paper II, we
found that the low value of the TEC south of the SAF damps a lot the winter
heat loss effect on buoyancy, and despite a small stratification, no deep ML is
formed. The decrease in the TEC is thus the origin of the southern boundary
of the DMB. In both Paper I and Paper IV, we concluded that the cabbel-
ing effect (defined as “contraction under mixing”) is not necessary to explain
the alpha – beta transition in the ocean. On the contrary, it is the local value
of the TEC that sets the stratification.

The work conducted in this thesis contributes to the understanding of the
role of the intrinsic properties of seawater in large-scale circulation. We showed
that the local value of the TEC scales both the effect of temperature on strat-
ification, and of heat fluxes on buoyancy. This scaling is obvious when looking
at the equations, but the effect of this scaling on the global circulation and
stratification of the ocean remained to be investigated. To the question “Why
is there a shift from alpha to beta oceans?” my answer is: “The shift occurs
because at high latitudes the formation of beta oceans is forced by the small
value of the TEC in cold water”. The zonation between the different regimes is
mainly a consequence of the surface buoyancy fluxes over the oceans.

This thesis answers some questions but, at the same time, opens new hori-
zons. Here are some future perspectives that I would like to see investigated in
the future:

• Computing the SCI at the bottom of the ML is an efficient way to pro-
duce a global view of the upper ocean stratification. It can thus be used
to compare and validate the different simulations that form the Coupled
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Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP). The ocean is warming, so we can
hypothesise that temperature will increase its control of the stratification,
though the increase in the TEC. An increase in the TEC could also in-
crease the buoyancy loss during winter. Deep MLs would shift poleward,
and the surface of the beta oceans would decrease at the same time. Pre-
cise inspection of the CMIP outputs is necessary to verify the validity of
these hypotheses.

• We concluded that cabbeling is not necessary to produce the polar tran-
sition zone (PTZ) between the alpha and beta oceans, but it would be
useful to find a way to quantify its effect. There is, however, no easy way
to do it because, as long as one uses a nonlinear EOS, the local values
of the TEC will largely control the circulation. A possible way to have a
varying TEC but no cabbeling would be to first run numerical simulations
with the full EOS and to compute the buoyancy sink due to cabbeling.
Then one could rerun the model with an extra term of buoyancy that
would counterbalance the sink. This method would probably require a
lot of changes in the model code, and closing the energy budget would
probably be quite hard.

• Going beyond idealised simulation is an extra step that I would be happy
to see achieved in the future. de Boer et al. (2007), Roquet et al. (2015b),
and Nycander et al. (2015) have, for example, seen that the global circula-
tion is sensitive to the EOS in realistic ocean simulations. Adding a fully
coupled atmosphere could permit to gain more knowledge on the role of
the TEC.

• By subducting heat and carbon, deep and intermediate waters mitigate
the warming of the atmosphere. The DMB and the Nordic Seas convection
are located in the alpha ocean, at the boundary of the transition zone. In
a warming ocean, the value of the TEC increases, as does the role of tem-
perature, both in stratification and buoyancy fluxes, directly impacting
stratification. Changes in the stratification of these regions may directly
impact the global climate. Global atmosphere – ocean coupled numeri-
cal simulations could be used to quantify the shift in the position of the
transition zones and the feedback on the climate system.

• As water gets advected in the ML, it can encounter variations in the
surface buoyancy flux due to the spatial variability of heat and freshwater
fluxes. Following the water column from a Lagrangian perspective would
tackle the issue that regions with large advection are forecasting deep
MLs in Paper II, but they are not observed. Indeed, the Eulerian simple
model of Paper II does not take the advection of stratified water into
account. It would be possible to include this advection as an extra term in
the model or compute the buoyancy fluxes along the trajectory using the
Lagrangian frame. While not critical for the results of Paper II, using
one of these two solutions would allow us to refine the analyses and study
the interannual variability of the DMB, for example.
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The climate would be very different if water had different physical and chem-
ical properties. It is the remarkably large heat capacity and large latent heat
of water that makes the ocean a very efficient heat conveyor. Among the speci-
ficities of the chemistry of water, we have focused in this thesis on the unique
way the TEC varies with temperature. Owing to the large TEC values, the
temperature easily stratifies the warm alpha oceans. However, at low temper-
atures, the TEC drops to near-zero values, letting salinity take control of the
stratification and forming the cold beta oceans. It is interesting to notice that
the observed heat and freshwater fluxes lead to comparable surface buoyancy
fluxes. A uniform seawater thermal expansion coefficient would disrupt this
delicate balance; temperature’s effect would be too large or too small. Only
the unique variations in the TEC allow both temperature and salinity to shape
the upper ocean stratification in the way it is observed. The limited number of
points of contact between the interior of the ocean and the atmosphere and the
scarcity of vertical exchanges in the ocean generate the memory of the climate.
Long-term climate change is therefore regulated by ocean breathing, which it-
self results from the subtle interplay between the thermodynamics of seawater
and interactions with the atmosphere.

« En outre, j’ai surpris ces courants de haut en bas et de
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